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(R3) 15:25 UTTOXETER, 2m 7f 70y 

Selectequip Handicap Hurdle (Class 2) (3YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 F13224- NO HASSLE HOFF (IRE) 194 BF 
b g Craigsteel - Endless Patience

5 11 - 12 Harry Skelton
D Skelton

134

Jockey Colours: Beige, black braces, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap
Timeform says: Bolted up at Hereford (25.5f) in November before posting fine efforts in
Grade 2 novices. Came up a little short on handicap debut at Aintree 6 months ago, but
capable of putting that right now.  (Forecast 3.50)

Notes: 

2 P0-7145 OSCARTEEA (IRE) 31 D 
b g Oscar - Miss Arteea

8 11 - 11bt James Bowen (7)
P Bowen

133

Jockey Colours: Red, yellow triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, red cap, yellow diamond
Timeform says: Difficult ride but did land a second win over hurdles back with this yard at
Market Rasen (23f) in June. Temperamental displays (including over fences) since and
nothing in hand from this mark.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

3 211227- WIZARD'S SLIABH (IRE) 208 
b m King's Theatre - Darling Smile

6 11 - 5tp P J Brennan
F O'Brien

127

Jockey Colours: Yellow, emerald green braces, yellow sleeves, red armlets, yellow and emerald green
hooped cap
Timeform says: Followed a winning hurdling debut with a couple of seconds and, while her
handicap debut was a little underwhelming, she returns from 6 months off still relatively
unexposed.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

4 012543- CLOUDY TOO (IRE) 208 CD 
b g Cloudings - Curra Citizen

11 11 - 4 Danny Cook
Mrs S J Smith

126

Jockey Colours: Light blue and maroon (halved), sleeves reversed, light blue and maroon hooped cap
Timeform says: Better known as a chaser, but won a C&D handicap over hurdles almost a
year ago and still well treated on his exploits over the larger obstacles, so well worthy of his
respect on this return.  (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

5 P/5P715
-

CATCHING ON (IRE) 203 
b g Milan - Miracle Lady

9 11 - 4t R P McLernon
Jonjo O'Neill

126

Jockey Colours: White, mauve stars
Timeform says: Capitalised on reduced mark in first-time tongue tie at Warwick in February,
but failed to see things out next time and his overall profile is a patchy one, so not all that
appealing on reappearance.  (Forecast 21.00)

Notes: 

6 223/11-3 SECRET DOOR (IRE) 151 BF 
b m Stowaway - Cellar Door

6 11 - 3 D A Jacob
Harry Fry

125

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, dark green sleeves, dark green and emerald green quartered cap
Timeform says: Thriving in the spring, winning back-to-back handicaps before a smooth-
travelling third at Market Rasen 5 months ago, and every chance he can pick up where he left
off on this return.  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

7 806113- AENGUS (IRE) 215 
b g Robin Des Champs - Which Thistle

7 11 - 2 Sean Quinlan
J Candlish

124

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, red hoop, hooped sleeves, quartered cap
Timeform says: Ended last year in tremendous form, landing a quick double before a good
third at this track 7 months ago. Unlikely he's hit his limit, so solid claims if tuned up for return.

 (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 
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8 5/82177- SHINOOKI (IRE) 201 C D 
br g Blueprint - Rapid Response

10 10 - 5 Kielan Woods
A M Hales

113

Jockey Colours: Red, yellow sash, brown sleeves, yellow cap, red star
Timeform says: Dual hurdles winner last term who added to his Fakenham tally on New
Year's Day. Not in same form next time and tends to need his first run back.  (Forecast
29.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: NO HASSLE HOFF had an impressive novice season last year and, given the
strength of his form, he still strikes as being well-in from a mark of 134, so he's taken to make a
winning reappearance at the expense of Secret Door and Aengus, who both ended 2016/17 at the top
of their game.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: NO HASSLE HOFF (1) 
2: SECRET DOOR (6) 
3: AENGUS (7)


